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PROGRAM NOTES
A question:
Who is to blame?!
A series of answers:
1. Politics?
II. Culture?
III. Religion?
IV. Science?
Defining terms:
To make an afterlife:
1. Transcribe a David Bowie hit single of the 1970s by ear
2. Translate it into an aleatoric, almost neumatic notation
3. Divide this transcription into 8 parts
4. Scramble those parts into varying orders based on a mathematical system of pentagons and ratated around an axis of symmetry, wherein the 1st, 5th, and 8th phrase
occur three times, and all other phrases twice each
5. Introduce the dependent variable of 5 spetrograms (imaging of Venus' atmospheric deposit of phosphine, a potential sign of organic matter), 1 per page
6. To reinforce the pentagonal structure, create a hierarchy of suggested filters and reading methods, enacting a 5-part arc to the sonic experience of the piece
7a. "Live-process" the visual information acoustically through this series of 20 potential filters applied to the instrument and the instrumentalist's improvisatory reading of
the content
7b. Decide from a dictated list of filters in real time, so as to produce a highly variable, "sampling" effect on the instrument
8. Add a high-wire balancing act, via a razor-thin margin
9. Introduce the threat of punishment and the promise of reward, as well as sow division through implicit superiority paradigms
10. Wait 5000 years and see what happens
-Maya Miro Johnson
November 26th, 2020
Written for and premiered by Markus Lang, Fall 2020.

PERFORMANCE NOTES
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Full List of Reading Methods:

Instructions:

1. Read left to right, 1 line

4. Read non-linearly, 2+ lines

Many aspects of this piece are entirely up to the player's discretion. The performer is, however, guided in
their decision-making by pre-established processes that should be allowed to develop, and for which the
player is conduit. These include the reading and sound filtration methods listed specifically for each of the
five segments/pages making up the pentagonal arc of the piece. Variables being maniuplated through these
methods include: color, timbre, dynamic, texture, tessitura, harmony, voicing, technique, ornamentation,
text-painting, vocalizations, directionality, spatialization, etc. A pathway through the piece using these
concepts is provided at the left of the page in the text box and can be followed liberally to provide
structure, and even leitmotif.

5. Read up to down, 2 lines

Technical Requirements:

6. Read down to up, 2 lines
7. Read diagonally/switch directions between 2 lines frequently

Be sure to print on 17x11 landscape paper, single sided, and to place these 5 sheets of paper either in a
row on the wall or in a circle on music stands surrounding the soloist (so that there is either movement
from left to right or in a semi-circle).

8. Read synthetically left to right with line as the x-axis and spectrogram as the y-axis
(determining volume, timbre, technique, octave. etc.)

The piece may be performed entirely acoustically. However, if the player would prefer to use and have
ready access to such live-processing electronic equipment as Ableton Live, a loop pedal, etc., the
composer will not restrict their creativity as such.

9. Read synthetically left to right with line as the y-axis and spectrogram as the x-axis (pitch,
glissando, tone deviations etc.)

The piece should be performed with the score projected behind the player, or readily availble to the
audience in some way.

2. Read right to left, 1 line
3. Read non-linearly, 1 line

10. Read only spectrogram
11. Read lines circularly, clockwise

Instrumentation:
Solo Double Bass

12. Read lines circularly, counter-clockwise
13. Read line left to right and spectrogram right to left (and vice versa)
14. Read line up to down and spectrogram down to up (and vice versa)
15. Read lines circularly clockwise and spectrogragram circularly counterclockwise (and vice
versa)
16. Read line in a different clef than written
17. Read line upside-down
18. Read spectrogram right to left
19. Read spectrogram non-linearly
20. Play with mutes (normal, practice, paper clip, binder clip, felt, etc.)

Duration:
At performer's discretion, approximately 8-15 minutes
Credit:
David Bowie, Life on Mars?; from the album Hunky-Dory (1971), re-released as a single 1973
Greaves, J.S., Richards, A.M.S., Bains, W. et al. Phosphine gas in the cloud decks of Venus. Nat Astron
(2020). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41550-020-1174-4

For Markus

Life after death?

Overall gesture:
Monophonic and pitchoriented
1. Begin ff, at the tempo of
your resting heart rate as
BPM, with a reverse loop
pedal applied to a pizz.
gesture (pitches derived
from Phrase Frame)
>
Take the bow, transition to
reading spectrogram only
>
Fig. 2, No. 1: plunge in the
center of the graph
corresponds to a
subharmonic on the E-string
>
decrescendo
>
Fig. 2, No. 2: 3 lines read
left-to-right as representing
tessitura, volume, and
vibrato (for example),
respectively.
[all segments performed
attacca; check the heart rate
frequently throughout the
piece and utilize this BPM
number for various rhythmic
schemata]

Maya Miro Johnson
(2020)
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Overall gesture:
Monophonic and coloration
moving to noise
1. Begin p. Start loop pedal
on a specific note, creating a
drone of an open string,
tuned equal-temperment
(A-string suggested)
>
crescendo
>
2. Gradually detune with
the peg the string the pitch
of which is being looped by
the pedal, so that the cents
deviation between the
drone and the newly-tuned
string becomes more and
more stark
>
3. Optionally repeat with
other strings, or return the
open string to its former
pitch at equal-termperment.
Intersperse this gesture
with pitches and bow
techniques based on the
spectrogram, where the
purple line = playing on a
regularly tuned string and
the green line = playing on
an alternately tuned string
>
gradually decrescendo
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Overall gesture:
Polyphonic; dominated by noise
pp cresc. ff:
1. Remove loop.
>
2. Read the spectrogram. Fig. 4,
No. 1: Play the pitches left-toright from the top quadrant of
the Phrase Frame, while
simultaneously reading the
spectrogram also from left to
right.
>
3. The plunge in the middle of
the graph should be represented
by a slow, smooth glissando
downwards on one string
(preferably the E, maybe with Eextension)
>
mp:
4. Noisy double stop harmonics
in low positions, derived from
the top and side quadrants of the
Phrase Frame.
>
pp cresc. ff decresc. f:
5. Return to reading the
spectrogram. Fig. 4, No. 2:
utilize glissandi, pausing on
pitches briefly (c.f. Xenakis's
Tetras), in a high tessitura on the
instrument. The plunge in the
middle of the graph should be
represented by a jagged glissando
downwards (base the string
choice off of the green dotted
line).
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Overall gesture:
Polyphonic and noise moving
to coloration
f
simultaneously-played
double stops, bowed:
1. Fig. 5, a) combined with
pitches from the top
quadrant of the Phrase Frame
from left to right:
the red and blue lines
correspond to 2 voices,
contrpuntally, and to either a)
the width of intervals (where
the y-axis = size of the
interval, e.g.) or b) the
distance of a harmonic partial
from its fundamental. The
rhythm here should be
approximately equal note
values.
>
decresc.
simultaneously-played
double stops, pizz.:
2. Transition to a total pizz.
texture via left-hand pizz and
hammer-ons
>
decresc. pp
broken pizz.:
3. Fig. 5, b) combined with
pitches from the bottom
quadrant of the Phrase
Frame:
same method as above for a)
>
bowed:
4. Transition to high position
harmonics, bowed

Overall gesture:
Monophonic and pitchoriented
pp:
1. Fig. 1, No. 1: read
spectrogram left-to-right.
Play with an uneven ricochet,
crossing all four strings; retain
the same chord shape in the
left hand, shifting to different
starting pitches based on the
Phrase Frame. The plunge at
the center of the graph
should be represented by a
the low end of the E string,
preferably with C-extension.
ppp
Set bow down, take mute,
con sordino:
2. Transition to pizz. via left
hand pizz and hammer-ons,
using Phrase Frame pitches
decresc. al niente:
3. Fig. 1, No. 2: use the same
method as above, except pizz
(still crossing all four strings).
The line of best fit indicates
speed or rhythm where
positive values = fast, and
negative values = slow
decresc. al niente
moltissimo:
4. The final gesture should be
a delicate strumming of
harmonics (preferably starting
above the 7th partial), with
the left hand slowly pulling
down the fingerboard in a
long, static glissando
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